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Introduction –
The story and ideas expressed here have, with one exception, been taken from
other authors in their directly revealed automatic writing or from those believed to be
realized masters. To my chagrin, I have lost the references for the source material as I
read much of it many years ago. This picture I present makes logical sense to me, and I
hope it does to the readers, as it answers many questions; and no, the answer is not “42”
(Check Douglas Adams if the reference is obscure). All of the references to scientific
principles are readily available on the internet, actually, as is most of this material.
Dave Allen describes it to near perfection on YouTube – at this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGASvVqzOa0
- heartening stuff.

How it all started Once upon a No-Time and No-Place there was a giant No-Limits Thingy (NLT). Now
read this next bit slowly, please, because we are in a “place” that has no Time; no
“space” and therefore no “direction”. So nothing happens because nothing can happen –
“happening” always means individual items moving from one place to another, along with
some time scale – the winning lottery ticket must be redeemed, the drink that slides
across the bar to your hand – But now (!) we have no space and no individual items and
no time. You cannot do anything. Nothing can happen. So let that sink in for a while
before we move on.

Naturally, boredom sets in sooner (ahem) or later (ahem), as the NLT could/can do
nothing - go nowhere, see nothing, never check the e-mail, no doomscrolling, never
dress up and swagger downtown to see (gulp) Celine Dion in Las Vegas or take a nature
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walk and a dump in the woods or watch decent movies or have “civil” wars. All such
activities need space, time and separation into separate things and beings – thee and
me. At the instant of this aggravating realization of boredom, the NLT did the one thing
possible for it to do – in fact the only thing this No-Limits-Thingy could do – which is
what, exactly?
Here we need pause for rational thinking, which humans are allowed to do – What
can a giant No-Limits Thingy actually do? And what would be the motivation? It seems a
little trite to say that boredom is the reason for it all. Yes, you are welcome to provide a
more lucid suggestion, but I bet you cannot. After considerable thought, the early great
eastern masters realized there was only one thing this giant tiny massless NLT could
do, and it was this – the NLT could/can separate bits of itself by surrounding each with
clouds and layers of forgetfulness, which prevents the bits from seeing the whole of the
NLT and the other bits. You may have trouble thinking that this is the only thing the NLT
can do – but with no time and no space, just consider this carefully and you’ll see it’s true.
Take your time, as we now have plenty of it. And that’s why everything is part of the
NLT.

When a (the?) No-Limits Thingy does that, there's an almighty blast of creation of
matter and space we call the Big Bang, which was the Great Creation. We (scientists, not
me!) can back-track this event to about the first billionth of a second after the actual
moment, when all matter in the universe was contained in an impossibly tiny space,
which suddenly expanded as the Big Bang, and all else follows from this up to the
present, and also a reasonable estimate for the future. Now, some readers might take
exception at this point, thinking this is just some crazy drug-addled stuff, here. Which
probably means they have not read about the Big Bang and/or quantum physics in the
last few decades. Perhaps we might pause here while they catch up. And, just in case
you are getting carried away about how smart we all are, there’s this - roughly 68% of the
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universe is dark energy, while dark matter makes up about 27%. The rest - everything on
Earth, everything ever observed with all of our instruments, all normal matter - adds up
to less than 5% of the universe. Actually, about the same amount of viruses so far
observed and named against the total of (perhaps) three million varieties.
Pretty astonishing stuff, eh? Well, now we can get to the good bits – especially about
the bits of the NLT, the forgetful droplets - the whole point of the exercise. Because the
droplets struggle about, knowing something's missing, go bumping into one another,
thereby scraping away at their shells of forgetfulness – experience, it’s called. Also, this
is the reason that everything is made of consciousness, everything is “God”; there is
nothing outside of the NLT. So Matter was created and is maintained by Spirit – not the
other way around!

The Reason For It All For each very tiny droplet, a little scraping (“experience”) results in seeing a bit
farther, and soon further development means a grouping or coalescing of droplets can
happen, in fits and starts, each time resulting in more perception and a change in outlook;
and thereby a larger chunk of Spirit forming that “individual”. Each droplet at first simply
accepting its individuality and bit by bit seeing it is not alone – there are other individuals
around. When this grouping of droplets happens, at first the simple atomic elements
appear, group and form gases which ultimately form stars; which form heavy elements
and compounds, and at last planets which have minerals and permit plants and fungi, all
having experiences. Further grouping becomes animals, which can become more
“advanced” beings, as we humans like to call ourselves – enough to have at least some
conscience on how badly we treat animals. These divisions between group-types are not
entirely arbitrary, as the grouping of spirit droplets makes for considerable advances in
abilities and responsibilities in these emerging entities.
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There is one clear overriding aim in all this apparent material chaos, which is
ultimate return to the great now-very-much-something Great Spirit, the NLT.

And so The Reason For It All is quite simply Entertainment. Life with Hollywood vs
life in a French dungeon. Not much of a choice, really, but they all happen to all of us..
The boredom choice here actually is not a real choice, since it means an absolute
absence of any activity and, no, you cannot die and start again – very different from a
French dungeon. But now we have our dividing lines, our divisions, thanks to our CloudsOf-ForgetFulness, the game is on Big Time – Us vs Them, the Game of Eons, the Game
of Thrones (which I refuse to watch), until total merging into the Oneness at last.

Development It’s worth describing development and its purpose at this point. Once the NLT
droplets reach a cooler point after the Big Bang, and have coalesced (grouped) into
gases, the formation of suns happens. Suns have a distinct lifetime and periods of
development. All heavy elements are created by suns ending their lives. Those materials
go towards the formation of new suns, like ours, whose planets can then have these
heavy elements in their makeup, like Earth, with its molten iron core, and six percent of
its surface also being iron, and plentiful carbon and oxygen. Yes, we are made of
stardust, to get fancy, from at least a second generation sun.

We may therefore see that early development of the droplets of NLT is necessarily
“simple” – at first formation of quantum bits, which group to make atomic particles, then
elements, which then further group to make compounds. A second generation of suns
live out their lives, then perhaps a third generation comes around, and at last these
compounds can start getting clever in their corresponding planets, like our own sun. We
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have plenty of matter to be going on with, having millions upon billions of suns and
planets to play with. Now we come to the seven levels as mentioned by the greatest
realized teachers.

The Level of Mineral & Gas Incarnated Period for Completion – (my guess) 10,000,000,000 years. This
comprises the quantum particles, elements and compounds, crystals, glaciers and
mountains, that do not fit our description of “Life”, as Miriam-Webster says, “an
organismic state characterized by capacity for metabolism, growth, reaction to stimuli,
and reproduction”, much sexier than minerals and gases. Here it is nonsense to ascribe
emotional events, with the possible exception of boredom, as sitting around with nothing
much going on for eons is what mostly happens. To move to the next level, the grouping
of spirit droplet, now gases and minerals, arrives ready for a new being that becomes a
plant, or enters the level of plants. (Yes, microbes and fungi are in here too, of course –
but what do I know?)

The Level of Plants Incarnated Period for Completion –

(my guess) 1,000,000,000 years. When do

growing crystals start being called plants? I make no claims, as each “level” described
here is just words. When we are stung by a nettle, or fall out of a tree, we are doubtless
interacting with the plant world. So, yes, we know what they are. Generally, we can refer
to these “states of being” without doubt, when we are “in the middle” of a certain level. I
mean, rocks inside a mountain are minerals in the middle of their stage. Nettles that sting
us and trees we fall out of are also in the middle of their developmental stage as plants.
But as plants, new things are appearing, which when in humans, are called emotions or
desires.

Actually, plants can be shifty and opportunistic; including deception, fraud,
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misinformation and manipulation aimed at improving their situation, as well as drugging
insects with caffeine, nicotine and of course sugar and thereby effectively enslaving them
(check acacia and ants). So lets not pretend that plants are dumb beings. Plants also use
animals to disperse their seeds, and that nettle sting to warn us animals not to go near
them again.. There is also the real possibility that plants fool humans into spreading them
around, such as spicy peppers. And toxoplasmosis gondii is a whole other ball game, just
craziness!
I cannot believe this behavior attracts Karma as yet, as it is hard to believe a plant
has free will, and could therefore behave against its own principles; this we leave to the
higher animals and humans. But there’s no doubt that sex and self-survival figure clearly
in plants’ scope of life, growing more important as development within that level
continues. In here somewhere comes the starting development of sprites, those entities
largely ignored by humans, which are brownies, faeries, and fairies; most likely far more
widespread than we know. Your guess is as good as mine about the “grouping” that lot
takes place to emerge on the next level.

The Animal Level Incarnated Period for Completion – (my guess) 100,000,000 years. Again, we can
confuse ourselves with words. Oyster larvae swim freely in water for two weeks until
rooting onto a hard surface – plant or animal? Microbes? Fungi? Semantics, I say. When
we experience the middle of the animal kingdom, such as when a bull chases you across
a pasture – this is not a time for word definition but hoping the nearby tree will support
our terrified scramble up, up and into safety. During the animal period those other
elemental beings like dwarfs, elves, gnomes, goblins, gremlins, hobgoblins, leprechauns,
pixies, fairies and trolls continue their development; which your guess is as good as mine
which one belongs where. During this period, both sex and individual survival become
stronger elements than before. Here the emotions of pride, wrath, envy and sloth bloom,
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while lust and vanity loom large. So Karma with a capital “K” certainly starts making an
appearance; while we cannot assign negative karma to a snake, a tiger or a wolf bringing
down its prey; yet we have no trouble distinguishing “bad” or “good” behavior to our pet
Alsatian that we left in the house that day; as we all ascribe knowledge of good and bad
to higher level animals, who most certainly have a generous measure of free will, which
includes courage, empathy and self-sacrifice. Once again, your guess is as good as mine
about the grouping among animal individuals that takes place to emerge as a single
being on the next level – how many and what types coalesce to make a greater spirit
being – Humans!.

The Human Level Incarnated Period for Completion – (Eastern master statement) 1,000,000 years
incarnated as human, or about 50,000 lifetimes. Now we have no excuses for Karma in
action – selfish and unselfish behavior bring their own results in equal measure. We are
assailed with every temptation we can think of. During our 50,000 incarnations we all get
the message at some point that selfish = “bad”; unselfish = “good”.

The first few

thousand times around we are focused on basic survival, being food, sex and defense.
Do not waste your time trying to talk of the wider understanding with these persons, they
just are not ready (No, I will not mention trump supporters). And let us not consider some
humans that we believe to be lower in all aspects than some animals; they just have not
realized that selfishness is not right.
I like to think the serious turn-over point is after half our lifetimes. Sometimes I think
there is only one real difference between the higher animals and humans, and that is the
ability to train oneself, self-discipline; if we can get off our lazy asses and do it. But as
usual, “one size does not fit all”, despite adverts to the contrary. Each human spirit is free
to incarnate on planet(s) other than this Earth, which changes their needs when and if
they return here for more punishment lessons. Perhaps animals we see on Earth can
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also do so. Then there’s Home, or the Afterlife, as we mistakenly call it, as it is of course
also our “Beforelife”, where the living is easy, and without challenges; which means in
turn that possibilities for spiritual growth are limited; hence the need for reincarnation to
speed things along, and to overcome the boredom felt when there are no challenges.
Incarnation is so effective because of the two most stunning and wonderful miracles
with which we are blessed honored, which are: first, how our spirit stays attached to our
body and second, how the complete memory wipe works at our birth, each time. Without
this wonderful memory wipe, who could face their current incarnation to completion, as
the knowledge of our previous selfish behavior and death(s) would be far too much to
bear. So we can start fresh. But, as usual, one size does not fit all, and some
incarnations are left with stronger or weaker memories of previous ones. Thankfully, a
great minority! Grouping of individual human spirits leads to a being with stunning
capabilities, about which we can only speculate – which I do, after the next item.

Why Reincarnate? So here we are in the Beforelife. In our first rounds of incarnation as humans, I
believe we spend very little time in the Afterlife, as we absolutely desire above everything
to have another human incarnation as soon as possible. No matter if it is the middle of an
Ethiopian famine and “civil” war. We just will take anything. Again, let us not mention
trump fans.
Later, after many incarnations, we begin to reflect. We know what our last
incarnation was like, starting with painful birth and ending in (possibly) painful death.
Perhaps we have found out about incarnations before that, also full of painful events. But,
Hurray!, here we are in Summerland, free to stay as long as we like and do (almost)
anything. So we do lots and lots of things, and at last get on with what we should have
been doing all along – social work, helping those in need. The newly arrived always need
gentle instruction and guidance – You’re dead now, and this is Summerland, where you
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can relax as long as you like. Huge sighs of relief as each realizes that now, there are no
challenges.
So, we hike about exploring for years; then we hike the other way, exploring for more
years; then we visit alien planets, and get uncomfortable. All along we attend the best in
local entertainment, wonderful and uplifting plays and movies, reading wonderful books;
and watch and read them all again and again.
So what happens? Surprise! We get bored (this is where we came in, I think). And
say to our friends – You know, I think it’s time I reincarnated again! - To which the
response is – Arrggh! No!, while some make the sign of the cross with their fingers to
ward off the awful thought. So, you drop the idea; but one century later, lo and behold,
you’ve really had enough, and chose once again, to reincarnate, knowing that your
development is just not getting anywhere without the serious and tough challenges of a
reincarnation. Then you find that there’s a queue for planet Earth because it is a popular
place and you can really advance your spirit there. So you have wait for the right time
and parents. Which you do. Or you can chose an easier civilization on other planets. So
you discuss possibilities that will suit your spirit’s needs with those that know these things
- And off we go again.

The Super-Human Level We can use the term Superhuman, as we will each have lived about fifty thousand
human lifetimes over one million years incarnated before filling the human experience.
And whatever alien experience aliens have on their billions of planets. Moving to the next
level, Superhuman, means spiritual bonding, or grouping with about 42 other humans
who are also ready to move on – now we are seriously soul-mates!. Yes, there’s that
wonderful number 42 once more. This means that about two million one hundred
thousand human lifetimes are fully known, understood, and accepted into this new being,
this Superhuman. Even if you like lower numbers than the foregoing, the total incarnation
count is enormous. Try and wrap your mind around that experience! The TV show
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“Sense8” touches on this, where eight (only 8!) single incarnations use all their abilities at
once; fascinating. Among other things, it means the individual lifetimes lose all
importance, yet are still available for review, along with all the knowledge gained. At this
point, Who cares?
I believe that angels are a superior level of human, probably ready to “group” and
move level, and not a separate class of beings. Why? Because I find it unreasonable to
believe that the huge, unimaginably powerful entities of Superhumans can stoop to fiddle
with an individual human incarnation at one or another point. It makes no sense, as these
mighty beings know beyond all doubt that everything turns out alright, no matter how dire
it may look to the individual at that moment in its incarnation.

One automatic psychic writer describes certain physical incarnations and
reincarnations as happening within suns, perhaps at the level (vibrational rate) of
Superhuman. This beggars the imagination – first by trying to imagine the enormous
stunning real estate within a sun, and then as how can such incarnations (bodies) cohere
in the explosion of gases within? But why not? Our own spirits stay attached to our own
physical bodies somehow. What possible motivations could they have for actions? What,
where, how & why – all way beyond human ken. Might as well use a Power-Point
presentation to explain to an ant heap why we drive to work. But, no doubt, they too will
have tens of thousands of incarnations as Superhumans, with plenty of time to work
things out. I wonder what they have in the form of entertainment.

The Divine and Absolute Levels Attempting to describe this or the next level would be pointless speculation. The time
scale I have given to the first three levels is based on an Eastern master saying humans
needed one million years incarnated to fill the human experience.
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I think the same Eastern master(s)
agree that once the period of development as
individual beings is concluded at the end of
the Absolute stage, the spirit, all spirits,
return to oneness with the NLT. With stories
to tell – and what stories!

Soul Mates The term “soul-mate” is bandied about,
implying spirits whose friendship may span many lifetimes. But just consider the
reasonable possibility that you make one really good new friend every two lifetimes; this
would mean perhaps 25,000 such. One every ten lifetimes would mean 5,000 exceptional
friends, which is still way over the top. I really think this term actually applies to souls
who are nearing their term as humans, and are getting together for the next stage.

Matter and Spirit Consider the first law of thermodynamics, which observes that energy cannot be
created or destroyed. Just like Spirit - which it most certainly is (whatever that is –
scientists as yet have not even formulated a theory, any theory, as to the nature of
consciousness – but they have learned just lately (1999) to call it The Hard Problem!).
But energy can be converted from one form to another; and there are myriad conversions
in both directions (matter to heat & vice-versa) happening at all times across our material
universe, of which we so far can see only 5%.

Entropy and Chaos Now let's go to the second law of thermodynamics, the law of entropy, which states
that in any isolated system, the degree of disorder (chaos) can only increase. If we
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imagine our whole universe to be an isolated system, we see the degree of disorder is
always increasing - or otherwise put, material order always degenerates. This could get
to be a pessimistic outlook – if we see only this dimension. No, and negentropy only
covers the improved, or ordered part of the actions – i.e. an automobile is the final result,
the ordered part of the activity leading to an automobile – while the whole picture shows
smelting factories, mines, plastics and resulting waste, sometimes toxic – required to
produce the automobile. The whole picture, depressing as it is, always means entropy
(disorder), chaos increases.

Everything uses energy to form and sustain itself, be it mineral, plant, animal and
ourselves. Each energetic transformation is less than perfectly efficient, so energy is
wasted (not destroyed) each time. So while we are apparently increasing the level of
order directly around us with highways, bridges, prisons(!), vehicles and shopping malls,
the whole is inevitably decreasing. In forming everything that is ourselves and our
civilization we are actually only increasing chaos. Like I said, this can get depressing.

Even if we could collect a whole sun from another nearby star system and use up its
entire mass of energy cleaning up our system with food, palaces, aqueducts, schooling
and finally decent medical care and a basic income for everyone, weekend trips to Mars,
flying cars for the masses - no matter what the scale of the fancy engineering, the
inescapable reality is there - we would have once again increased the overall level of
chaos.

Descent to disorder can only be delayed, never prevented. Like rainwater from a
mountaintop to the sea (forget evaporation), it always descends, can only be delayed,
never goes uphill and always reaches the great ocean at last, reuniting with the Great
Spirit, the NLT.
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While it's acceptable for rainwater to do
that - we have a lot of fun with it while it does
so - the fact that energetic order always tends
to matter to chaos is an ultimately depressing
truth, as the material universe will end in
freezing darkness.

The End of the Material Universe Pretty depressing, really, when it comes
to the inescapable realization that the universe is in process of expanding to a cold dark
emptiness with sparse atoms doing nothing much but unravel (The Big Freeze), or a total
final breakdown (The Big Rip), as the Big Crunch is looking most unlikely, as we have
dark matter and dark energy comprising 95% (!!) of matter in the universe, neither of
which has been seen, only inferred. How little we know!

Like any sane person, after taking interesting drugs and contemplating suicide, I
blotted all this knowledge out of my mind for many years, until I realized how the universe
as a whole must balance itself (see Below Balance).

Flatulent Mythical Nonsense & Stunning Constants Religion and religionists were all very well in the human days before theatre,
providing pricey entertainment where there was none. Their leaders continue to trumpet
the same flatulent mythical nonsense as they did then, with almost always greed, money
and power as their motives. This may sound cynical, but the rational among us see it to
be so in the finances of any megachurch (I mean, private jet airplanes? Really.).
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We also see another striking reality, that of the Fundamental Physical Constants, of
which there are at least 40, or even 200 depending how you count them. If any one of
these varied by as little as one percent, the whole game would not work; that is, the
universe could not have formed in this nearly stable state. Now, how’s that for
imaginative foresight by the Great Thingy, the NLT? We call the resulting mental
shambles in humans cognitive dissonance, and hope that we can hold these two
conflicting ideas steady, that of purposeful design and accident. Accident really is not
looking good when we crunch the numbers – seriously now, what are the chances of the
values of the constants being just so?

Much as we fail to accept the Eye-In-The-Sky theories (Religions are, um,
Constantly with us), it is my understanding that the major religions might actually agree
on one thing, while perhaps presenting it in different ways. This is that Spirit creates,
forms, maintains and uses Matter for its own purposes - the grand illusion. We might
even also agree that the Great Spirit's purpose in the universe is actually entertainment by seeking the light, by increasing perception, understanding and love in all its forms.
Fundamentalists will not like this, of course, because how can you browbeat your
huddled masses with eternal damnation unless you make them believe it’s real?

Joyful Reunion The inevitable end to all this is reunion of all portions of the Great Spirit, the Atma,
the No-Limits Thingy, call it what you will. Now there’s a home-coming party, when the
last chunk of spirit reunites. There must be no interference from the great NLT, as this
begs the question, which is to let each droplet get back home, finally cleared of its fog,
and tell its own story - "For a while there I thought I was queen of Sheba" etc. amid gales
of laughter and tears of joy. The great Thingy is no longer bored to impossible tears and
is now watching sunsets, hearing the Mormon tabernacle choir and sending money to
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televangelists - because we are it, every little bit of it. Total and complete enlightenment,
with lots of stories to tell about the journey in all its amazingness. Talk about
Entertainment!. Then, I guess, the time for another Big Bang will come, when boredom
sets in once again. But I digress…..
Let us not misunderstand each other here – social work is always good and useful.
Those who ask for help should be able to receive it – not from a much higher being
jumping them forward, but from a being that’s just a bit higher than they, who helps them
help themselves; and who most certainly cannot pull them forward until they are ready
Hence the no interference rule holds good, as each asks for help.

(Below Balance) The happy and stunning reality is that each time matter slides toward further chaos
during an energetic transformation, this event causes an opposite and upward increase in
spiritual order, or development, in a one-to-one relation. I have no proof whatever for this,
other than believing in the essential balance of the universe. We all know that
development can only take place by action and reaction - No pain, no gain (Was this
Jane Fonda?). Most of us also recognize that we can only learn from personal
experience; because our development cannot happen while watching TV or reading
books, even when they show others learning from personal experience – well, maybe just
a little bit. Thus, while it is my opinion that spiritual development takes place as inevitably
as rainwater reaching the mighty ocean, almost all of it has to take place during
incarnation.

Try as you might, you can only delay (or speed up) the growth and development of
your own spirit being, but you cannot prevent its ultimate upward thrust to final union any
more than the descent of matter to ultimate chaos can be prevented. It probably takes
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about the same length of time, too. Is it not a Buddhist prayer that asks to be the last
person into heaven? This might be arrogantly overdoing it; I do not think I need wait that
long, as I know all the others are also, inevitably, moving upwards, and yes, it’s going to
take a while!. Well, maybe I will change my mind after a few more incarnations, I have
free will, after all.

Reincarnation is needed This means we need incarnation to be able to increase the size of our Spirit and
scrape away our forgetfulness. As life in the Afterlife (Home!) cannot have any worthwhile
challenges, we need to incarnate to develop in any meaningful way. And Earth, believe it
or not, is one of the most sought-after locations for an incarnation, as life here has
enormous challenges and therefore can
provide significant spiritual growth (We
have “civil” wars here, among other things
such as plagues of obesity and hunger at
the same time. Go figure). They say that
most of the other countless millions upon
millions of other planetary systems with
sentient life have their civilizations much
better

organized,

and

therefore

less

spiritually demanding than on Earth. Our
complete memory wipe on each birth
allows us to get on with it, as an incarnation would be truly unbearable were we to know
of home all the while. This comes later.
Spirit gains order by the increase in the disorder of matter. The material universe is
finally discarded as a husk, having served its purpose. Everything matters, just like they
always said “Not a sparrow shall fall ….” - which appears to be overdoing it, until we
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know that not even a quantum particle shall disperse without useful growth in spirit. And if
the energetic waves that form the matter are no longer energetic, are no longer vibrating,
is the “matter” still there? Perhaps not – as usual, the design is perfect and nothing is
wasted. Does it, um, matter? This kind of question, they tell us, is still being explored in
the upper realms, with no clear answers as yet. Which we could not understand even if it
were explained to us. Actually, that’s one of the things that impresses on me the truth of
the psychic contacts with the afterlife, where they never say they know it all, and that the
search goes on.

It is also my opinion that there can be no high-level interference - after the initial
separation from the Big Bang, and totally unlike the rain returning to the ocean, the
droplets of spirit cannot just jump home to reunion, or jump forward in their development.
This is where the simile breaks down, as spirit is not like water.

Good & Bad But anyone can voluntarily cause improvement in their own development; and, in my
opinion, this is the only real difference between animals and humans: as a human, one
can deliberately delay or improve one's development: delay it by being selfish or bad,
improve it by being unselfish or good – helping others in need, while lower orders
perforce follow more basic “instinctive” patterns. As the cloud of forgetfulness is slowly
worn thinner through interaction with matter, so greater perception causes changes in
outlook; grouping of spirit droplets happens where the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts - yet none of the original experience and individuality is ever lost - it simply
becomes unimportant as growth continues. Group souls, reincarnation, fairies, goblins,
sprites, trolls, gnomes, dwarfs, water nymphs, sylphs (air spirits), salamanders
(amphibian wonder workers) yes: all of them, in wonderfully complex and varied
iterations.
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In this awesome game there can never be a loss. As the fog slowly lifts, it can never
return. Perception increased can never be diminished; spirit droplets once joined can
never be undone. This is where I part company from the basic concepts of at least two
major religions, Christianity - which has a one-shot eternal heaven-or-hell illogical
nonsense, and Hindus who have bought the Brahmin story that you can reincarnate as a
worm if you annoy a Brahmin or other suitable sin – Pay us money to make your problem
go away.
Religion apart, all of our stories have happy endings. This might seem excessive to
some of us, but when we take the larger view, this is not in doubt.
Death & Return The pettiness of painful death hurts us in our ignorance; but only as humans - when
we were lower, as plant and lower animal we did not fear it. They and ourselves certainly
try to avoid it, though. Once we are beyond the human vibration (level), we will again be
able to face such transitions and partings with an equanimity born of certain knowledge of
the multi-dimensional aspect of our beings. It was Jaladin El Rumi, I think, who first
stated that - First we were mineral; then we became plant; then we became animal and at
last human. And beyond human we shall be among the angels blessed and even beyond
that. When were we ever less by dying?.He also said that Sharia law prevented him from
saying more – now there’s a surprise.

This is as far as my little human mind can understand; but even this pales before
what really awaits us. Once beyond the human experience, these further layers of
development are each as enormous as the stunning stages of mineral-plant-animalhuman development in scope.
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Various great teachers confirm this description, and even name the three highest
levels (vibrational rates) mentioned above; Superhuman, Divine and Absolute. Each will
no doubt have incarnation and reincarnation in some form. As for distinction between
levels, let’s look to the atom – electrons have particular orbits around their nucleus, and
“move” from one to another instantaneously, without passing through the space between.
I suspect similar action happens when spirit grouping has taken place, in the “move” from
one dimension, level or vibrational rate to another – spirit simply “becomes” – when
ready. No cheating allowed. And yes, recent physics is coming to grips with an
impossibility – an observed experiment behaves differently than one without a human
observer.

So the future is more fantastically tremendous than we can dream of, and thither are
we all bound sooner or later. So take heart, nothing is ever wasted. We are immortal
beings; surrounded by infinity; and we have eternity in which to explore it.

That's what I think, anyway.
Epilogue I live calmly in the reasonable expectation that all the above bears close
resemblance to reality, and throughout my life I have experienced wonderful good
fortune, and have no reason not to expect it to continue when I get Home!
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